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I am so excited that you’ve given yourself 
the gift of this powerful + purposeful 

planning experience. 

With this guide, you will experience a major 
shift in the way you’ve been setting your 

goals and living your dreams. If you 
commit to applying this practice in all areas 
of life where you need to get more organized, 

you are sure to be able to accomplish 
anything. 

So, let’s begin shall we? 

Hello gorgeous! 



First, you’ve got to establish your goals. I 
will work with you on how to take your goal 

and break it down correctly.

Let’s start with an example. Now let’s say you 
want to write a cookbook or clean out your 

closet.  

These are the types of things we say we want 
to accomplish but the task is entirely too big 

to add to a to-do list. 

In order to achieve goals like this, we’ve got 
to look at them a little more realistically and 

break them down into action steps for 
achievable results. 

GET YOUR GOAL ON

Remember: 
“ a goal without a plan is just a wish...”



THE 3-6-9 METHOD
In my goal setting method, I draw out 3 boxes 

on my notepad and in each area I write the 
following...

30 day             60 day               90 day

I begin with the 90 day section. In this 
section you’ve got to put the bigger picture of 

the goal. 
What is the end goal and what does it look 

like?
Example goal: A cleaned out, organized closet
-organized sections for each type of clothing
-color coordinate shirts, sweaters and dresses

-labeled boxed with shoes inside
-organized bags and accessory shelves

actionsactions actions



What to notice here is that in the 90 day 
section we should only have very 

actionable end goals. This area should 
illustrate what the end goal looks like. 
Here is where the power is, because of 

your planning, by the time you hit your 
60-90 days you should be so set up for 
success that you are effortlessly flowing 
in your planned out goal. Things will 
come together naturally because in the 
first 60 days you will have done most of 
the work without all of the overwhelm 

of getting it done. 



From 90 days go backwards and ask yourself, 
“what can I do in 60 days?”

“what can I do in 30 days?”

examples:
-get label maker for storage
-find nice matching hangers & buy 
enough for what’s left in wardrobe
-get matching boxes for shoes
-find an over the door belt rack that fits
-get a 3 drawer organizer

examples:
-go through clothes and throw out clothes/
shoes I don’t wear or that don’t fit
-create a box for clothes/shoe donations
-take all dry cleaning to dry cleaner
-find places for new shelving or more 
storage opportunities. measure + design



HOW IT WORKS:
The key to success with this goal planning 

method is to learn to see large goals for what 
they are and create smaller goals that lead to 

actionable results. 
No goal is too big and no goal is too small. 
Every action we take in life is extremely 

important. 

This method also lets us take advantage of the 
present moment and live in the now. When we 
know that our present actions will lead toward 
a goal that we want, we are freed up to do our 
current tasks with excitement and purpose. 
Even if it isn’t perfect and you don’t stay 

exactly on track, you are set up for success! As 
long as you are taking action, that’s really all 

that matters. You will arrive exactly where you 
need to be, perhaps with a fabulous closet!  
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congratulations!
You are now ready to 
plan your goals with 

purpose and be 
unstoppable! 

Why not print out your CHIC SHEETS and 
share them with me? I’d love to support you 

on your goal progress. 
@thedecorista #chicsheets


